ABSTRACT

A significant obstacle to the widespread deployment of hydrogen powered devices is the prevalence of poorly defined and often contradictory safety standards, due in part to a lack of understanding of relevant release, ignition and hazard behavior from unintended releases. The Sandia Hydrogen Safety Codes and Standards program has been tasked with developing validated engineering models that inform Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) methods and ultimately guide the creation of defensible safety standards. In this talk, I will describe recent work performed as part of the Hydrogen Behavior subtask to understand leak dispersion from both turbulent free-jet and choked flow releases along with a characterization of release ignitability. Measurements include quantitative Rayleigh scatter concentration imaging, and laser spark ignition coupled with high speed schlieren imaging of ignition and flame light-up processes. These data have been used to develop and subsequently improve reduced order choked flow source models, integral flow dispersion models both within and outside of ventilated enclosures, and detailed consequence modeling of potential hazardous scenarios. The presentation will conclude with a discussion of future work, which includes the model development of flame ignition via electrostatic discharge and sustained flame light-up boundaries for hydrogen releases.
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